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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 My full name is Oliver Greig Kilford Brown.  My experience and 

qualifications are set out in my evidence in chief dated 21 May 2015.  

 

1.2 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to 

comply with it. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I 

am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, 

and that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I state 

that I am relying on the evidence of another person.   

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 My rebuttal evidence is provided in response to the statements of evidence 

filed by the following parties on 8 June 2015: 

 

(a) Mr Warren McCall for the NZ Institute of Surveyors #575 and 

Davie Lovell-Smith #969; and  

 

(b) Kim Seaton for K Bush Road Ltd and Brian Gillman Ltd #788. 

 

3. Mr Warren McCall for the NZ Institute of Surveyors #575 and Davie Lovell-

Smith #969 

 

3.1 Mr McCall proposed two amendments to Appendix 8.6.3, which I respond 

to in the following paragraphs: 

 

(a) removal of the 100 metre maximum road length requirement 

associated with the road width reduction of 14 metres; and 

 

(b) a reduction of road width requirements by 4 metres for roads 

adjacent to reserves. 
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 Removal of the 100 metre maximum road length  

 

3.2 The proposed Replacement District Plan (pRDP) revised Appendix 8.6.3 to 

the Subdivision Proposal (attached to Mr Long's evidence in chief, dated 

21 May 2015) provides for a reduction in Local Residential road width from 

16 metres to 14 metres via the Clarification of standards, number 10 (at the 

foot of the table), which states: 

 

“A 14m road width and one footpath is optional where a road only 

provides access to less than 20 residential units and is less than 

100m in length.” 

 

3.3 This revision was set out in my evidence in chief at paragraph 6.17. 

 

3.4 Mr McCall states at paragraph 4.3:  

 

“However, the restriction to 100m maximum length is unnecessary 

and should be deleted. There will be many cases where a road 

providing access to less than 20 residential units will be longer 

than 100m, and there is no reason why such roads should not be 

14m wide. The very fact that the road serves less than 20 units 

means that it will not be long.” 

 

3.5 I agree that there will be cases where a road providing access to less than 

20 residential units will be longer than 100 metres.  However, I do not 

agree with the view of Mr McCall that the 100 metre maximum road length 

should be deleted.  

 

3.6 The objective of restricting the road length to 100 metres is to encourage 

creation of a low speed environment that is safe for the provision of a 

footpath on one side of the road only.  The provision of a footpath on one 

side of the road only is connected to lower vehicle speeds and volumes to 

improve safety of pedestrians crossing the road.  The 100 metre length is 

consistent with the Austroads Guide to Traffic Management Part 8: Local 

Area Traffic Management that recommends a maximum spacing of traffic 

management devices of 80-100 metres to encourage lower vehicle speeds 

(section 3.3.2). The 100 metre length is also consistent with the pRDP 
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(8.4.2.5.7), as attached to Mr Long's evidence in chief, that sets a 

maximum cul-de-sac length of 150 metres as an activity standard for the 

New Neighbourhood Zone, where a pedestrian connection is provided from 

the head of the cul-de-sac to an adjacent street, and a 100 metre 

maximum length for all other cul-de-sacs. 

 

3.7 Without a restriction on road length it is possible that a long section of road 

catering for 20 residential units could be permitted with a footpath on one 

side, which would be potentially unsafe due to vehicle speeds. For 

example, if one side of the road is developed with 20 residential units with 

a street frontage width of 15 metres per unit, the road length would be 300 

metres. Provision of a footpath on only one side of a road of this length 

could be unsafe for pedestrians crossing the road to use the footpath due 

to higher vehicle speeds (in the absence of implementing further 

engineering measures, such as a curvilinear road alignment, narrow 

roadways and slow points, to encourage lower vehicle speeds). 

 

3.8 I noted in the paragraph above that lower vehicle speeds can be achieved 

in various ways, however implementation of the measures require 

consideration on a case by case basis when the Council is assessing an 

application for consent, whereas the 100 metre length proposed will always 

encourage lower vehicle speeds. 

 

3.9 It is my opinion that the 100 metre maximum road length is an appropriate 

mechanism to encourage lower vehicle speeds and thereby support safe 

provision of a footpath on only one side of the road. 

 

 Reducing road width requirements by 4 metres for roads adjacent to reserves 

 

3.10 Mr McCall sets out his reasons for proposing a reduction of the road width 

by 4 metres where the road is adjacent to reserves in paragraphs 4.4 and 

4.5. 

 

3.11 I agree with Mr McCall's reasons, and note that the Council already permits 

and approves a reduction in road width adjacent to reserves on a site 

specific basis when it is assessing a resource consent application. 
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However, I do not support a blanket rule permitting a reduction in road 

width adjacent to any reserve for the reasons set out below.  

 

3.12 The road width requirements need to be sufficient to cater for expected 

traffic demand, adjacent land use and public transport, which all change 

depending on the road location within the network.  

 

3.13 For example, where a road adjacent to a reserve is required to cater for 

high traffic volumes,1 and/or is on a bus route, the roadway should be 10 

metres wide.2 Allowing for the addition of 3.6 metres3 for berm, footpath 

and services on the road side opposite the reserve, and 0.5 metres for 

services adjacent the reserve, a total road width of 14.1 metres would be 

required. Cleary this is more than the 12 metres proposed by Mr McCall. 

 

3.14 Expanding on the above scenario, if the reserve caters for sports events or 

provides playgrounds (for example), it is likely there would be increased 

parking demand, which would increase the required road width. The extent 

of the parking demand would depend on the type and size of facilities, 

which will vary for every site.  

 

3.15 However, in cases where the reserve site is not on a bus route, does not 

cater for sporting events or provide a playground, traffic volumes are lower. 

Therefore, a roadway of 8 metres could be provided, with an associated 

road width of 12.1 metres required. 

 

3.16 The examples above demonstrate that the required road width depends on 

the road function, reserve size, facilities and events provided and the 

associated parking demand. As these factors vary between sites, one rule 

to reduce road widths adjacent to reserves cannot be simply provided. 

 

 
 
1  Local Residential roads are expected to typically cater for 1,000 vehicles per day (vpd), and up to 2,000 vpd: Evidence in 

chief, Oliver Greig Kilford Brown, at paragraph 6.3. 
2  A 10 metre road width is generally adopted on bus routes: Evidence in chief, Oliver Greig Kilford Brown, at paragraph 6.9. 
3  3.6 metres is the typical width for berms and footpaths: Evidence in chief, Oliver Greig Kilford Brown, at paragraph 6.9. 
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 Further discussion with Mr McCall 

 

3.17 Mr McCall and I discussed the implications associated with permitting a 

road length greater than 100 metres with a footpath on one side only, and 

the implications of a blanket rule permitting a reduction in road width 

adjacent to any reserve. While we agreed there are some situations where 

roads longer than 100 metres with one footpath, or a road width reduction 

at reserves, could be provided without impacting on network operation or 

user safety, we also agreed on the difficulty of writing a clear and concise 

rule that addresses all potential situations, and thereby prevent Council 

being able to decline inappropriate designs, such as narrow roads on a bus 

route past a reserve (for example). 

 

3.18 In particular, Mr McCall was concerned that the 100 metre road length and 

road width rules may prevent Council approving alternative designs by 

focusing on a “compliance” exercise, as opposed to achieving a good 

design outcome. While this could occur, I am not aware of any applicant 

proposed road width reduction at reserves that Council has required 

changes to (i.e. the applicant has holistically considered the road width 

requirements and sought an appropriate reduction for that site). This 

indicates that in considering an application for resource consent the 

Council will consider the factual reasons for the road width (or number of 

footpaths) proposed and will consider that on its merits.  

  

3.19 Mr McCall indicated the proposed 100 metre maximum road length 

restriction for a footpath on one side is likely to result with a number of 

non-compliances due to the road length being exceeded. Mr McCall 

proposed that a 150 metre maximum length would be more appropriate, 

and would reduce the number of non-compliances. In paragraph 3.6, I 

support provision of the 100 metre maximum road length, and I retain this 

position. 

 

3.20 The Council currently permits a reduction in road width adjacent to 

reserves on a site specific basis, during consent assessment.  That 

assessment considers a number of factors including road function, bus 

routes, parking demand, reserve size, facilities and landscape locations.  
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3.21 In my opinion, the current process of assessment during consent 

application provides for a 'fit for purpose' outcome that meets best practice 

by holistically considering the reserve and road functions and interactions. 

 

4. Kim Seaton for K Bush Road Ltd and Brian Gillman Ltd #788 

 

4.1 At paragraphs 20-21 of her evidence, Ms Seaton discussed road width 

standards being one of the most commonly triggered consent 

non-compliances and stated that where new roading standards are 

insufficiently flexible as to road widths, subdivision proposals will continue 

to fail to comply with those provisions more often than not. 

 

4.2 I agree with Ms Seaton that road width standards are one of the most 

commonly triggered consent non-compliances. Ms Seaton notes in 

paragraph 20 that all seven of the greenfield residential subdivision 

applications that she has prepared involving non-compliance with road 

width standards were approved as per the applicant’s proposed roading 

design, or with minor amendments following negotiations with Council. In 

my opinion, this demonstrates a reduced width can be appropriate for 

some roads (depending on the circumstances and supporting information), 

and that amendments to applicants reduced road width proposals are 

sometimes required. Therefore, flexibility with the provision and 

assessment of road widths is required.  

 

4.3 In relation to the pRDP road width, I discussed in my evidence in chief at 

paragraphs 6.9 - 6.11 that a typical local residential road would require a 

minimum road width of 15.2 metres, which is largely consistent with the 

16 metres proposed in the pRDP and consistent with the NZS4404:2010. I 

also identified in my evidence in chief that a narrower road width of 

14 metres could be provided on roads providing a footpath on one side 

only and catering for less than 20 residential units and less than 100 

metres in length. 

 

4.4 My opinion is the pRDP Local Residential road widths are sufficient to 

cater for the typically expected traffic functions and road users. While there 

will be situations where a reduced road width can be justified, these are  

best addressed through the current consent process where applications 
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are assessed on a site specific basis. This process allows the applicant 

and Council to consider potential wider impacts of reduced road widths, 

such as impacts on operation, safety and the potential for the road to cater 

for increased traffic volumes in the future. 

 

 

Oliver Greig Kilford Brown  

15 June 2015 

 
 


